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CEOS Background & Mission
• The Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) has been 
serving as a focal point for international coordination of space-related 
Earth Observation (EO) activities since 1984.
• CEOS seeks to optimize benefits through cooperation of members in 
mission planning and in development of compatible data products, 
formats, services, applications, and policies.
• As the “space arm” of the intergovernmental Group on Earth 
Observations, CEOS is implementing high priority actions to support 
delivery of societal benefit.
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Mission
CEOS ensures international coordination of civil space-based Earth 
observation programs and promotes exchange of data to optimize 
societal benefit and inform decision making for securing a 
prosperous and sustainable future for humankind.
What Is WGISS?
Working Group on Information Systems and Services. 
• WGISS promotes collaboration in the development of systems and 
services that manage and supply Earth observation data as a working 
group of CEOS. 
• The activities and expertise of WGISS span the information life cycle by 
enabling:
– the sharing of CEOS agency investigations, developments, 
experiences and lessons learned relating to EO data stewardship.
– the discovery, access, preservation and use of CEOS agency data.
– the exchange of technical information and lessons-learned about 
current and trending software technologies and services.
http://ceos.org/ourwork/workinggroups/wgiss/
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WGISS Connected Data Assets 
• WGISS Connected Data Assets (CDA) components:
– International Directory Network (IDN)
– Federated Earth Observation Gateway (FedEO)
– CEOS WGISS Integrated Catalog (CWIC)
• WGISS-supported standards used to search and access data 
from 1000’s of collections and 100M’s of inventory records
• Data collections and inventory records from CEOS Agencies 
added daily to this integrated system
• Provides access to CEOS Agency datasets through integration 
with the GEOSS (Global Observation System of Systems) 
Platform and Portal 
• CEOS Agency participation continues to increase over time
• System Level Team coordinates, operates, and evolves the CDA, 
supporting CEOS agency partners that wish to participate
http://ceos.org/ourwork/workinggroups/wgiss/access/
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Architecture WGISS Data Assets
Toward a WGISS Federation
• Data collection registration at the IDN using the IDN keywords;  
Info about how granule search is supported will be included in 
the data collection registration;  Tag for granule access;
– The IDN keywords -- keywords for dataset name, platform, 
instrument, data center, Earth science, … -- is an actively managed 
vetted set of keywords
– Tools available to register collections
• Data partners need to support the WGISS standard
– CEOS OpenSearch Best Practices (v 2)
• All searchable data must have a data access path
– Data download
– Data order  (free or with cost)
– Email order (free or with cost)
• Servers must have high availability (99%?)
• A technical point of contact needed for each data partner
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Data Partners Status Page
Table of all data partners who offer data to WGISS
http://ceos.org/wgiss-connected-data-assets-status/
• Each data partner
• Status types: Development;  Operational (Up, Down)
Metrics Page for data partners
http://ceos.org/ourwork/workinggroups/wgiss/connected-data-
assets/
• Discoverable collections (via IDN) – over 33,000+
– Over 15,000+ GEOSS Data Core
• Searchable Granules – over 246+ million (more added daily from 
live missions)
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Client Partners
• WGISS Client Partner Guide – Details how to search for collection and 
granule data at IDN, CWIC, and FedEO.  
– How to search for CEOS data collections/granules
– How to search for CWIC data;  FedEO data;
– How to search for GEOSS tagged collections
• Clients can offer search and access to all or limited subset of data 
available through the WGISS Federation along with other services 
through tagging (e.g. CWIC, FedEO, LSI, Carbon,…)
• Clients can offer support for a 2-step search
– Discovery through collection search using platform, instrument, 
science keywords, etc. (IDN).  The IDN data record will contain info 
about how granule search is supported
– Search granule metadata at data partners via CWIC, FedEO, 
Independent servers
• All granule search results will contain links to data access
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New CEOS IDN Client
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CEOS IDN Client: Search by Facets
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CEOS IDN Client: Brief Collection Info
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CEOS IDN Client: Collection Information
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CEOS IDN Client: Granule Results
Challenges 
• CEOS branding across diverse components from multiple 
agencies
• Harvesting metadata leads to stale metadata
• Will outdated data ever get replaced or removed?
• Multiple paths to get to one data collection;  Even more paths to 
get to multiple copies/versions of the data.  
• How will user know which version of the data is the most recent 
or “the best”?
• Discovering and understanding services across agencies
• Interoperable and discoverable data services:
– Discover and compare Analysis Ready Data Products
– Discover and compare analytic services
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